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THEORETICAL CONSTRAINTS ON INTERACTIONAMPLITUDES OF LIGHT MESONS�R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, and K. RybikiH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear Physis31�342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived June 20, 2000)We impose unitarity onstraints on the S-wave isosalar �� amplitudesextrated from the analysis of the ��p ! �+��n data whih have beenmeasured by the CERN�Craow�Munih ollaboration on a transverselypolarized target at 17.2 GeV/ �� momentum. Two �steep� solutions on-tain a narrow S-wave f0(750) resonane under the �(770) and exhibit aonsiderable inelastiity � whih is in disagreement with the four pion pro-dution data below the KK threshold. We impose � � 1 for all data pointsand examine four sets of solutions for the S-wave isosalar phase-shifts.The �down-�at� and �up-�at� solutions easily pass the � � 1 onstraint butthe remaining �down-steep� and �up-steep� are eliminated. We onludethat the 17.2 GeV data annot be desribed by a relatively narrow f0(750).PACS numbers: 14.40.Cs, 13.75.LbSalar meson spetrosopy is a subjet of many phenomenologial anal-yses in whih a onstrution of interation amplitudes between light pseu-dosalar mesons (like �+�� , K+K� and other pairs of mesons) is veryimportant. The spetrum of salars is poorly known [1℄ but an agreementon the existene of its lowest member f0(400�1200), also alled � meson,is now rather ommon. At higher energies there exist isosalars f0(980),f0(1370) and f0(1500) found in various prodution proesses. Nature ofsalar mesons is naturally related to a spetrum of salar glueballs sine amixing of the q�q states with gluonia an enrih a number of the observedsalar resonanes [2℄.A �nal suess of phenomenologial analyses in systematization of theexistent experimental data depends quite substantially on appliation ofthe appropriate theoretial onstraints on multihannel amplitudes. For ex-ample, using relations oming from parity or isospin symmetry of strong� Presented by L. Le±niak at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Pro-dution, Properties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2265)



2266 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybikiinterations an lead to an important redution of a number of independentsattering amplitudes. In some hannels like �+�� one an apply hiralsymmetry onstraints and the relations following from the rossing symme-try. Analytiity of the oupled hannel amplitudes is also a very importantproperty. The masses and widths of the resonanes an be essentially ob-tained in a model-independent way if they are extrated from positions ofthe T -matrix poles present in all the relevant deay and prodution hannels.The dispersion relations serve as a tool to onstrut mesoni amplitudes likethose appearing in Roy's equations of the �� S and P waves. One shouldalso mention a partiular role played by onstraints following from unitarityof the S-matrix. Limitations on the phenomenologial amplitudes omingfrom unitarity requirement will be disussed in the analysis presented below.Let us brie�y reall the results of our phenomenologial analysis [3℄ of theCERN�Craow�Munih data [4℄ on the reation ��p! �+��n obtained at17.2 GeV/. In this reation several �+�� partial waves (S, P , D and F )are important. There are signi�ant ontributions of three salar resonanesin addition to leading resonanes �(770), f2(1270) and �3(1690). Using thesame data Sve laimed that a narrow salar resonane f0(750) exists be-low the KK threshold [5℄. In [3℄ an energy independent separation of theS-wave pseudosalar and pseudovetor amplitudes has been performed andwe have extrated four solutions of the �� salar�isosalar phase shifts alled�down-�at�, �down-steep�, �up-�at� and �up-steep�. The labels �down� and�up� refer to a behaviour of the S-wave intensity whih in the e�etive �+��mass range between 800 MeV and 980 MeV is smaller for the ase �up� thanfor the ase �down�. The other two-fold ambiguity is related to the fatthat a sign of the S�P phase di�erene an be hosen in two ways, so the��at� phase shifts are smaller and the �steep� phase shifts are larger thanthe P -phases near the �(770) resonane. Thus the �steep� solutions ouldbe related to the f0(750) while the ��at� solutions to a broad f0(500) pos-tulated in [6℄.The S-wave isospin 0 �� amplitude an be written asa0 = �e2iÆ0 � 12i ; (1)where � is inelastiity and Æ0 is the isosalar phase shift. The unitarityonstraint leads to inequality � � 1 whih in phenomenologial analysis ansometimes be violated due to experimental errors. In [3℄ we have, however,eliminated the solution �down-steep� sine the values � reahed 2 at the�+�� e�etive mass m�� near 900 MeV. However, the �up-steep� solutionannot be eliminated in the same way sine the values of � are smaller in thatrange and their errors are substantial. Nevertheless, a general behaviour of� for the �up-steep� solution is similar to the �down-steep� solution showing



Theoretial Constraints on Interation Amplitudes of Light Mesons 2267a two-bump harater. In ontrast to two previous solutions the remaining�down-�at� and �up-�at� solutions exhibit a very smooth behaviour of � verylose to 1.In [7℄ we have examined in more detail a range of m�� between 720 MeVand 820 MeV, where �ve points of � orresponding to the �up-steep� solutionsystematially lie below 1. The average value of inelastiity in that range is0:67� 0:17, well below 1. The probability to �nd aidentally all �ve pointsbelow 1 is small, equal to 0.002. Therefore we have looked for inelasti re-ations in whih four pions an be produed below the KK threshold withthe same quantum numbers as those of the �� system. The reations suhas the entral 4� prodution in the high energy proton�proton ollisions,peripheral 4�0 or 2�+2�� prodution by high energy pion beams and mul-tipion prodution in the antiproton annihilation have been onsidered. Wehave notied that there were generally only a few 4� events below 1 GeVand that no peak was seen in the 4� e�etive mass distribution near �(770).Thus a natural assumption in the analysis of the �� prodution data below990 MeV is that the inelastiity � � 1. With this theoretial onstraint wehave made a new analysis of the �+�� isosalar�salar phase shifts obtainedfrom the ��p ! �+��n data at 17.2 GeV/. In [3℄ we have extrated theS-wave �+�� elasti amplitude aS whih was related to the isosalar a0 andisotensor amplitude a2 in the following way:a0 = 3aS � 12a2 : (2)We have also assumed that the a2 amplitude is fully elasti and the isoten-sor phase shifts are known from the analysis of the �+p ! �+�+n dataof [8℄. Now in view of experimental errors we have to modify the values ofaS obtained in [3℄ to ful�ll the postulated equality � � 1. The minimummodi�ation is to multiply aS by a real fator n suh that�2 = j1 + 2ia0j2 = ����1 + 2i(3naS � 12a2)����2 � 1 : (3)This is a quadrati equation for n whih has to be solved for eah valueof m��. Existene of roots is equivalent to the elasti unitarity onditionsatis�ed by a0, namely Im a0 = ja0j2.We have obtained the following numerial results for the solutions dis-ussed in [7℄: values of n exist for all twenty m�� points of the solution�up-�at� and for 19 points (exept of the extreme point at 990 MeV) orre-sponding to the solution �down-�at�. However for 7 points of the solution�up-steep� and for 12 points of the solution �down-steep� the elasti unitar-ity ondition annot be satis�ed. The remaining points of n vary with m��



2268 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybikiforming a paraboli shape with a maximum at about 800 MeV. In ontrastto the �steep� solutions both ��at� solutions are well �tted by onstants verylose to unity in the whole m�� range between 600 and 1000 MeV. Thesefats represent a strong argument against our aepting the �steep� solutionsas good physial solutions.Let us now disuss ommon features of the ��at� solutions and the majordi�erenes between them. There is an initial slow growing of phase shiftswith m�� above 600 MeV, then at the KK threshold there is a suddenjump up by more than 100Æ and then a further rise partiularly steep near1400 MeV. This behaviour of phases has been interpreted in terms of threesalar resonanes f0(500), f0(980) and f0(1400). The parameters of theseresonanes have been reently determined from the positions of the T-matrixpoles in the omplex energy plane using a three oupled hannel model [9℄.The major di�erenes between the �up-�at� and �down-�at� solutions existfor m�� between 800 MeV and 1000 MeV where the �up-�at� phase shiftsare larger than the �down-�at� ones by a few tens of degrees, the di�erenereahing about 45Æ. This fat has some onsequenes sine the values of thef0(500) mass and width di�er by about 50 MeV between two ��at� solutions(see [9℄). Around the KK threshold both solutions approah eah other butthe �up-�at� phases are systematially larger than the �down-�at� phases upto about 1300 MeV.In onlusion, we have demonstrated that theoretial onstraints imposedon the meson�meson interation amplitudes are very useful in eliminationof some ambiguities found in phenomenologial analyses of experimentaldata. Both �steep� solutions of the salar�isosalar �� phase shifts showunphysial behaviour in ontrast to the two ��at� solutions whih satisfywell the unitarity tests. As a onsequene a narrow resonane f0(750) anbe eliminated and the broad f0(500) is on�rmed.REFERENCES[1℄ Review of Partile Physis, Eur. Phys. J. C3 (1998).[2℄ Pro. of QCD 99 Conf., Nul. Phys. B86 (Pro. Suppl.) part 7 (2000).[3℄ R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybiki, Z. Phys. C74, 79 (1997).[4℄ H. Beker, et al., Nul. Phys. B150, 301 (1979), Nul. Phys. B151, 46 (1979).[5℄ M. Sve, Phys. Rev. D55, 5727 (1997).[6℄ R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, J.P. Maillet, Phys. Rev. D50, 3145 (1994).[7℄ R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybiki, Ata Phys. Pol. B31, 895 (2000).[8℄ W. Hoogland, et al., Nul. Phys. B126, 109 (1977).[9℄ R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, B. Loiseau, Eur. Phys. J. C9, 141 (1999).


